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SCOPE
Cancer Discovery publishes high-impact, peer-reviewed articles describing major advances in research and clinical trials. As the premier cancer information resource, the Journal also presents Review Articles, Perspectives and Commentaries, News stories, and Research Watch summaries of important journal articles to its readers to keep them informed about the latest findings in the field. Topics span the spectrum of cancer research and medicine from the laboratory to the clinic and epidemiologic studies.

Cancer Discovery is abstracted and/or indexed in Current Contents/Clinical Medicine, MEDLINE, Science Citation Index, Scopus, and Web of Science.

SUBMISSION OF MANUSCRIPTS
Manuscript submission is welcomed online at http://cd.msubmit.net. Before submitting a manuscript, please read the Instructions for Authors, which are available from the Journal’s home page at http://cancerdiscovery.aacrjournals.org.

PUBLICATION CHARGES
Articles are published with the understanding that the author(s) must pay both a publication fee of $2,500 and, if applicable, a color figure handling fee of $450 per figure.

SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION
Nonmember Individuals
Subscriptions include print version with online access. Contacts listed below are for nonmember individual subscriptions.
USA and Rest of World (excluding Japan)
American Association for Cancer Research, 615 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19106; 1-855-744-4667; pubsales@aacr.org
Japan
e-support@maruzen.co.jp; journal@kinokuniya.co.jp; usaco@usaco.co.jp
International print subscriptions include cost of surface mail. Expedited mailing is available. Contact the American Association for Cancer Research for rates.

Site Licenses
For information about institutional site licenses, contact pubsales@aacr.org.

AACR Members
AACR members may opt to receive either a print subscription with online access to content or an online-only subscription. Contact membership@aacr.org or visit the membership page at www.aacr.org for more information.

Single Issue Sales
Subject to their availability, single or back issues may be purchased for $60 (U.S.) or $65 (outside the U.S.) each. The cost must be prepaid. Contact pubsales@aacr.org.

Claims
One-time claims for missing issues made within 120 days of the issue’s publication will be honored, subject to availability. No credit or refund will be given if an issue is out of print at the time of claim.
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ADVERTISING INFORMATION
For information about advertising in AACR journals, contact Pharmaceutical Media Inc., 30 East 33rd St., 4th Floor, New York, NY 10016; 212-904-0360; Dsimone@pminy.com.

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSIONS
Content printed in or disseminated by Cancer Discovery is protected by copyright. Authors who wish to publish material in Cancer Discovery must formally transfer copyright to the AACR. All authors must sign copyright transfer forms before the AACR can proceed with publication.

To read the complete AACR Copyright and Permissions Policy, visit www.aacrjournals.org/content/authors/copyright-permissions-and-accesss.